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LESSON

4
Working with texts 

will also learn about and practice the skill of summarising. 

 Outcomes

• read according to a purpose or task
•
• scan texts for supporting details
• summarise main and supporting ideas using 

sentences

 Curriculum Links
LO 2: Reading and Viewing   
• read according to a purpose or task
•
• scan texts for supporting details
• summarise main and supporting ideas in 

sentences

 Lesson Notes
Different reading skills for different purposes

always to set yourself a purpose or task before you 
begin to read. Also remember to change the way that 

Knowing the reason why you are reading will impact not 

An activity

•
a particular topic in a newspaper. 

•
this topic.

• Scan the articles you have found to make sure 
you know which are most relevant to your 
needs.

What is summarising?
Summarising means shortening a text by making notes 

paragraph form.
Summarising involves making a note of the most 
important ideas in a text. Your summary could take many 

even short paragraphs. You may also make a summary 
in the form of a mind map.
Summarising will help you immensely when you need 

will have less to study because the information in your 
summary will cover the main points. Summarising will 
also help you to check that you understand your work – if 

ask your teacher to explain the concept that is covers 
again.

An activity
Summarise the articles you found for the previous 
activity so that you have a point form overview of 
each article.

? TASK
Below are three paragraphs about soccer. 

a point form summary on each paragraph that 
explains why these soccer players or teams are in 
the winners’ section of an article. 

harassing and mesmerising opponents since he 

and score crucial goals has also made the 22-year-
old a key player in Bafana Bafana.

whatsoever by either bookies or pundits ahead 




